There has been recent interest in behavioral responses for aquatic toxicity testing. We located behavioral, acute lethality, developmental and reproductive studies. Using meta-analysis we compared sensitivity, duration, effect size, and power. Behavioral studies represent fast, sensitive, and powerful tools for toxicology. Increased focus developing and optimizing behavioral tools would be valuable. 
Introduction
Behavioral responses of aquatic organisms have been used for decades as methods for environmental monitoring (Cairns and Gruber, 1980; Kramer et al., 1989; Diamond et al., 1990; Gerhardt et al., 1998; van der Schalie et al., 2001 ), but these types of studies have previously received much less attention than areas such as developmental or reproductive toxicology (Scott and Sloman, 2004) . This is largely due to the absence of user-friendly tools facilitating image acquisition or other behavioral endpoints, but also relates to our limited understanding of the natural behaviors of many organisms or the relevance of behavioral responses for inferring higher-level effects such as survival, development and organismal fitness (Kane et al., 2005) . However, in recent years considerable advancements have been made in the technological tools available for quantifying behavior (Lv et al., 2013) , and our understanding of relationships between animal behaviors and 0045-6535 Ó 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemosphere.2013.07.036 physiological and ecological consequences is improving (Little and Brewer, 2001; Amiard-Triquet, 2009; Sloman and McNeil, 2012) . This has led to newfound interest into the use of behavior studies for aquatic toxicology testing, and therefore calls for an assessment of the utility of behavioral studies compared to other more established methodologies assessing the organismal level effects of environmental contaminants.
Toxicological studies have conventionally focused on assessing acutely lethal concentrations (e.g., median lethal concentration, LC50) and chronic sub-lethal effects on developmental or reproductive endpoints (Hood, 2005; Stadler, 2011) , since these techniques provide results that can be directly related to organismal health and fitness. However, depending on the life history and developmental characteristics of different model species, assessing chronic endpoints can require a substantial amount of time and costs. With the wide range of environmental contaminants finding their way into aquatic environments there is a growing need for monitoring tools that are fast and sensitive to a wide range of compounds, but also indicative of potential effects on survival, growth and fitness. Behavioral analyses show promise for satisfying these requirements, and are often hailed for their rapidity (Gerhardt, 2007a; Maradona et al., 2012) and sensitivity (Miller et al., 1982; Little and Finger, 1990; Cleveland et al., 1991; Little et al., 1993) compared to traditional toxicological methods assessing developmental and reproductive effects. Although few would argue that behavioral responses offer comparatively fast and sensitive assessment of environmental perturbations (Gerhardt, 2007a; Amiard-Triquet, 2009 ), this has never been explicitly investigated on a broad range of contaminants or amongst different model organisms.
The use of meta-analyses to quantitatively synthesize ecological and toxicological data has increased in recent years, since these techniques allow broader questions to be investigated than conventional experimental hypothesis testing (Osenberg et al., 1999) . The most common application of meta-analyses is to compare effect sizes within-studies in order to assess heterogeneity in the data amongst a set of conditions (e.g., is growth affected by exposure to a certain chemical?). A somewhat different approach that has been successfully applied to ecological data is the comparison of some common outcome amongst different study-types (Melvin and Houlahan, 2012) . With this approach, it is not necessary for measures of effect size to be calculated for each individual study (i.e., comparison of within-study effects), because the focus is on how the study-type influences the outcome (i.e., comparisons amongst study-types). Consequently, this type of meta-analysis is well suited to investigating how different types of toxicological studies compare in their sensitivities and overall usefulness for assessing the effects of environmental contaminants.
The utility of behavioral analyses for assessing the adverse consequences of aquatic contaminants needs to be considered, in order to ascertain whether the further development and standardization of behavioral testing procedures would offer meaningful additions to the field of ecotoxicology. To this end, we performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of the literature to compare studies assessing behavioral responses to more established acute-lethality, developmental and reproductive procedures in order to answer the following questions:
(1) Are the average timeframes of behavioral experiments comparable to those of acute-lethality, developmental and reproductive experiments? (2) Are behavioral experiments comparable in their sensitivity to acute-lethality, developmental and reproductive experiments? (3) Are response magnitudes (effect sizes) comparable amongst studies assessing behavioral, developmental, and reproductive endpoints?
(4) Does the statistical power achieved with behavioral studies compare to that of studies assessing developmental and reproductive endpoints?
Materials and methods
We performed an extensive search of the literature for as many studies as we could identify describing behavioral responses of aquatic organisms to environmental contaminants. We focused only on studies describing aqueous exposures, because exposure route has been shown to influence behavioral responses (Gerhardt, 2007b) . Our literature search was initially focused on behavioral studies to establish the list of contaminants and test organisms to be included in the review. We searched the Web of Knowledge™ and Science Direct™ referencing databases using combinations of the following search terms: 'Behavioral Early Warning System', 'BEWS', 'behavioral', 'behavior', 'analysis', 'swimming', 'movement', 'toxicity', 'exposure', and sorted the results by relevance to these search terms. For each combination of search terms we limited our search to the first 150 publications returned. However, in order to ensure a comprehensive dataset we also searched the references section of each article in an attempt to identify additional relevant behavioral studies. Our criteria for including a study was that it (1) described the waterborne exposure of an environmental contaminant to an aquatic organism, (2) clearly described the species and contaminants included in the study, (3) described the specific endpoints being assessed (4) reported the concentrations at which significant behavioral responses were observed, and (5) stated the duration of time required for the study.
Following our initial search, we performed a subsequent search of the literature to locate studies describing acute-lethality (LC50) estimates, and developmental and reproductive endpoints for the same combinations of contaminants and classes of organisms described in the behavioral studies. With this focus, we systematically searched the referencing databases with various search terms combining (i) the class of organism, (ii) the contaminant of interest, and (iii) the endpoint of interest/study type. For example, if a behavioral study described the effects of contaminant X on species Y, we searched the referencing databases for: 'X Y LC50', 'X Y acute lethal', 'X Y growth', 'X Y growth effect', 'X Y development', 'X Y developmental effect', 'X Y reproduction', and 'X Y reproductive effect'. As with the behavioral studies, we sorted the search results by relevance and limited our search to the first 150 publications returned. Our criteria for including a study was the same as described for the behavioral search, with the exception of acutelethality studies where the only requirement was that an LC50 (24-, 48-, 72-, or 96-h) concentration was provided for the same combinations of contaminant and organism identified with the initial search of the behavioral literature. While we recognize that the timeframe for studies assessing acute-lethality could influence the resulting LC50 estimates, we chose not to control for this in our data analyses for two reasons -First, differences in LC50 estimates from 24-or 96-h tests would be relatively small in comparison to the differences in sensitivity between studies assessing acutelethality and those investigating behavioral, developmental and reproductive endpoints. Second, if we assume that 24-h exposures yield the lowest LC50 estimates then including longer timeframes would make comparisons of acute-lethality studies to behavioral, developmental and reproductive studies more conservative rather than exaggerated, thus adding weight to our results.
For all papers that met the inclusion criteria following both the initial (i.e., behavioral) and subsequent (i.e., LC50, developmental and reproductive) literature searches we recorded the class of organism used (e.g., fish, crustacean, bivalve, etc.), the contaminant studied, the lowest concentration reported as eliciting a significant response (Minimum Response Concentration, MRC; mg L), and the duration of the study (d) . Once the complete data set was compiled, we sorted by contaminant and filtered by class of organism, then excluded toxicants where information did not exist for all four types of study (i.e., behavioral, LC50, developmental and reproductive) to facilitate comparison of sensitivities amongst study types. The only studies that met this criterion were those with fish and crustaceans as the model organisms. To compare the relative sensitivities of the various types of toxicological studies, we calculated the standardized sensitivity (z-score) of all MRCs independently for each contaminant. z-scores were calculated for fish and crustaceans separately using the formula,
where x is the individual raw MRC data point, l is the population mean of all MRCs for studies describing the same contaminant and class of organism, and r is the standard deviation (SD) of all MRCs for studies describing the same contaminant and class of organism. To ensure that our analysis and interpretations were robust we also compared z-scores for all contaminants where data was only available for three study-types, provided at least one of these was a behavioral study.
Where the data was provided in a study, we recorded the number of replicates (N), mean of the response variable (e.g., average swim speed, developmental rates, reproductive output) and associated measure of error (i.e., standard deviation (SD) or standard error (SEM)) for the control group and the MRC treatment group. We used this data to calculate the pooled standard deviation,
where n c and SD c are the sample size and standard deviation of the control group, and n t and SD t are the sample size and standard deviation of the MRC treatment group, respectively. We then calculated the Hedges' g effect size between the control and MRC treatment groups of each of these studies according to the formula,
where M c is the mean of the control group and M t is the mean of the MRC treatment group. Finally, the pooled standard deviation and Hedges' g effect size were used to calculate the statistical power (1-b error probability) achieved by each study, using the freely available G ⁄ Power statistical software (Erdfelder et al., 1996) .We analysed for differences in study duration, sensitivity, Hedges' g effect size, and statistical power between the various study types using randomizations (without replacement). This technique is well recognized as an appropriate and effective method for detecting differences in weighted-mean effect sizes amongst classes of studies (Adams et al., 1997; Gurevitch and Hedges, 1999; Melvin and Houlahan, 2012) . Randomizations were done in MS EXCEL (Microsoft Inc.) by first calculating the sum of the square deviations of each group (study type) from the population mean and then randomly reassigning data points to the groups and re-computing the deviations. We used the Macro function and performed 10 000 permutations of the data to determine the probability of randomly observing deviations from the mean greater than or equal to those related to the grouping variable (i.e., study type), with a = 0.05 as the significance threshold.
Results
Our initial search identified 90 studies describing 163 individual behavioral responses of aquatic organisms to various contaminants. These studies included data for 52 species and 68 different contaminants -the majority of species (86%) were fishes (45%), crustaceans (28%) and bivalves (13%) and the contaminants (66%) mainly included pesticides (33%), metals (25%), and pharmaceuticals (8%). Our subsequent search for experiments assessing the same classes of organisms and contaminants identified 88 studies describing 96 developmental responses, 73 studies describing 81 reproductive responses, and 155 studies reporting 324 LC50 concentrations. After sorting the full data set by contaminant and filtering by organism class, fish and crustaceans were the only groups where data was available describing the same contaminant(s) for all four types of study. This left us with 106 data points from 60 studies describing 11 different contaminants for crustaceans, and 220 data points from 133 studies describing 14 contaminants for fish (Electronic Supplementary Materials 1 and 2) .
The timeframe (days ± SD) required for behavioral studies (1.58 ± 5.25) and those assessing acute-lethality (3.46 ± 1.02) averaged significantly lower (p < 0.001) than studies assessing developmental (43.54 ± 68.03) or reproductive endpoints (44.34 ± 69.45). Duration was much more variable for studies assessing developmental and reproductive endpoints than those assessing behavior or acute-lethality (Fig. 1) . Study duration can represent a major source of confounding in meta-analyses (Osenberg et al., 1999) and data often needs to be corrected to account for this (e.g., Melvin and Houlahan, 2012) . However, this was not a concern for our analysis since the goal was to compare sensitivities of various study types with very different outcomes, and differences in duration are an inevitable consequence of different study types.
Acute-lethality estimates (LC50s) were the least sensitive parameter overall (p < 0.001) and this was also true when considering studies with either crustaceans (p = 0.026) or fish (p < 0.001) as the model organism independently (Fig. 2) . Relative to studies investigating acute-lethality, behavioral studies were comparatively more sensitive overall than those assessing developmental and reproductive endpoints. For studies with crustaceans as the model organism, there was no statistical difference in the comparative sensitivity of behavioral, developmental or reproductive studies. Conversely, behavioral responses had greater sensitivity than those investigating developmental (p = 0.054) or reproductive (p = 0.017) endpoints in studies with fish as the model organism (Fig. 2) . Although the sensitivity of behavioral studies was comparatively greater on average than studies assessing both developmental and reproductive endpoints, this was not true for every contaminant. Behavioral studies had the lowest sensitivities for some contaminants with both crustaceans and fishes (Tables 1-3 ). For example, behavioral studies with crustaceans were less sensitive than developmental or reproductive studies for cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, lindane, and zinc (Table 1) . Similarly, Fig. 1 . Mean duration of studies assessing acute-lethality, behavioral, developmental and reproductive endpoints. Data is for the comprehensive list of publications compiled through searches of referencing databases. Bars represent ± 1SE. Different letters indicate significant differences (a < 0.05) based on 10 000 random permutations of the data.
behavioral studies with fish were less sensitive than developmental or reproductive studies for cyanide and mercury (Table 2) . Differences in the comparative sensitivities of the various study types were more evident when considering contaminants where data was only available for three study-types (Table 3) .
The average effect size of behavioral studies was approximately 4Â lower than that of developmental studies and 2Â lower than studies assessing reproductive endpoints (p = 0.002; Fig. 3 ). Although effect sizes were on average the greatest in developmental studies, the statistical power of developmental studies averaged lower than both behavioral and reproductive studies (Fig. 3) . However, this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.062). Since sample size is an important contributor to both effect size and power, it is important to note that the mean numbers of replicates reported for the behavioral, developmental, and reproductive studies included in these calculations were 12.5, 5.5, and 9.8, respectively.
Discussion
Should the analysis of behavioral responses play a larger role in aquatic toxicity testing? The results of our meta-analysis suggest that behavioral responses might indeed represent favorable endpoints for assessing organismal and ecological effects of environmental contaminants. Comparisons of study duration, sensitivity, effect size and statistical power all indicate that behavioral responses should be more widely utilized and suggest that further research focused on optimizing and standardizing protocols that assess behavior would be beneficial to the field of aquatic toxicology. However, we stress that for behavioral studies to offer the most meaningful assessment of toxicological risk, research must be focused towards understanding how changes to discrete animal behaviors relate to broader ecological concerns such as survival, health and fitness. Furthermore, although behavioral studies reported the greatest sensitivity overall when compared to the other study types, this was not true for every contaminant included in our analysis. This also requires further investigation, in order to understand what specific behaviors are the most appropriate for assessing different classes of contaminants.
Our results demonstrate the extreme rapidity of studies assessing behavioral responses of aquatic organisms to a variety of known environmental contaminants. In the face of an every-growing number of compounds with potential toxicological properties (Ritter et al., 2002; Fleeger et al., 2003; Lapworth et al., 2012) , toxicity-testing procedures that offer consistently fast assessment of a wide range of contaminants are particularly desirable. Cell cultures and in vitro techniques are extremely useful for understanding mechanisms of toxicity and have been suggested for addressing this need (Shukla et al., 2010) , but behavioral responses may provide information that is better connected to integrated wholeorganism responses and broader ecological concerns. Therefore, the development of non-invasive strategies examining organismal responses to contaminants have the potential to be valuable components of toxicological testing regimes, because they may help assess true ecological consequences of exposure. There is growing evidence demonstrating the implications of organism behavior for influencing health and fitness through effects on survival, development and reproductive processes (Martinović et al., 2007; McGlynn, 2012; Denoël et al., 2013) , but our results suggest that this needs to be investigated with a wider range of test organisms and exposure conditions. Several behavioral parameters were affected in the studies included in our analysis, including for example, swim speed, distance moved, activity levels, spatial distribution patterns, feeding rates, and courting events. There are some very good examples of how effects on such behavioral parameters can influence organismal health and fitness. In the face of predation, evasive behaviors are a primary survival strategy for many organisms (Vamosi and Schluter, 2002; Bradley et al., 2013) , and compounds that influence the evasive ability of an organism may therefore directly affect its ability to avoid predation. Feeding behaviors relate closely to growth and development and if disrupted by contaminant exposure (Pestana et al., 2007; Alonso et al., 2009) this could have consequences not only for development but also for sexual maturation and other energy intensive processes. Spawning and courtship behaviors are extremely important for reproductive success in many organisms, and these behaviors may be disrupted by exposure to various contaminants (Weber, 1993; Hammerschmidt et al., 2002; Oshima et al., 2003; Martinović et al., 2007) . However, despite the existing evidence, our understanding of correlations between behavior and fitness is still quite limited (Gerhardt, 2007a) . Research investigating these relationships would not only increase the significance of behavioral analysis for assessing toxicological effects, but would benefit our fundamental understanding of behavioral ecology (Sloman and McNeil, 2012) . Behavioral, developmental, and reproductive studies all yielded significant responses at concentrations well below reported LC50 values. This is perhaps not surprising, but it clearly demonstrates the value of all three types of study for assessing eco-toxicological effects of contaminant exposure at realistic exposure concentrations, since most contaminants only ever occur in natural aquatic environments at concentrations well below those causing acute lethality (Kolpin et al., 2002; De Lange et al., 2006; Houtman, 2010) . However, the average sensitivity of behavioral studies was comparatively greater than studies assessing developmental or reproductive endpoints for both crustaceans and fish (albeit only significantly so in fish). Regardless of statistical significance, we take this higher sensitivity and the relatively limited published literature as evidence that behavioral studies are not being utilized to their full potential for environmental monitoring, and should be considered as options for eco-toxicity testing. This is especially true when one considers the extremely short timeframes required for behavioral analyses. On the other hand, contrary to our overall results, some studies describe behavioral responses occurring at greater concentrations than those eliciting growth effects (Bryan et al., 1995; Passino-Reader et al., 1995) . Differences in the comparative sensitivities of various endpoints are likely related to differences in experimental conditions, including the species and contaminant(s) being studied. Indeed, despite our overall results indicating greater sensitivity of behavioral responses, developmental and reproductive endpoints were more sensitive for some contaminants (Tables 1 and 2 ). Another explanation for this is that the mode of action of some contaminants may be very closely related to development or reproduction, but poorly related to factors influencing behavior. Therefore, a multi-endpoint approach may be the most appropriate for comprehensive aquatic toxicity testing, such as the assessment of unknown contaminants (e.g., complex effluents and wastewaters).
Our results indicate that the average effect size of behavioral studies is significantly lower than that obtained with studies assessing developmental or reproductive endpoints. Developmental studies in particular generally reported very large differences between control and MRC treatment groups. Interestingly, large effect sizes are somewhat conflicting with the low power achieved by developmental studies, but this can be explained by the smaller , 27, 32, 46, 75, 76, 80, 92, 120, 129, 132, 133, 153, 177, 181 Cyanide 0.691 À0.227 À0.343 À0.428 5, 36, 38, 56, 60, 70, 131, 135, 146, 148, 152, 158, 164 Diazinon À0.044 À0.793 À0.394 3.120 18, 19, 28, 29, 30, 32, 37, 49, 67, 69, 72, 105, 115, 124, 154, 169, 172, 174 Ethinylestradiol 1.196 À0.399 À0.398 À0.399 1, 2, 44, 68, 74, 83, 84, 106, 108, 112, 114, 117, 128 Table 3 Average standardized sensitivity scores (z-scores) of studies describing bivalves, crustaceans, and fish, for contaminants with information available for three study types (provided information was available for at least one behavioral study sample sizes generally utilized for developmental compared to behavioral or reproductive studies. Thus, differences in estimates of effect size and statistical power may be more reflective of trends in experimental set-up amongst the different study types, and these trends simply a reflection of the practicality of including large sample sizes in studies that are carried out over longer (i.e., developmental and reproductive studies) compared to shorter (i.e., behavioral studies) timeframes. The broad recommendation here, however, is that all studies use sufficient replication to ensure that statistical power is maximized (Steidl et al., 1997; Melvin et al., 2009) . For studies assessing behavioral responses, achieving sufficiently large sample sizes is generally more feasible because the time commitment for these studies is often much shorter than that required for developmental or reproductive studies.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated and discussed the value of behavioral analyses as tools for assessing the toxicological consequences of environmental contaminants on aquatic organisms. Our study represents the first of its kind to quantitatively compare the duration, sensitivity, and statistical power of acute-lethality, behavioral, developmental, and reproductive studies through a comprehensive meta-analysis of the literature. We emphasize the fact that each of these study types provides meaningful data regarding the eco-toxicological effects of contaminant exposure on organismal and population parameters. However, considering the relatively high sensitivity and power achievable with behavioral studies in conjunction with the comparatively short timeframes they require, we advocate research aimed at optimizing and expanding on current behavioral techniques and the development and standardization of innovative new procedures for behavioral analysis. Finally, in order for behavioral analysis to provide truly meaningful results relevant to ecological consequences of exposure, it is essential that research be directed at understanding linkages between specific behaviors and higher-level effects on survival, health and fitness. Chemosphere
